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Abstract:
Purpose: The following research questions structured our analysis: Does an open access
institutional repository model respond to the needs of a non-academic documentation centre? Is
EPrints software a good match to support the needs of the existing metadata describing Artexte's
collection? What are the customizations required to accommodate existing Artexte metadata
using EPrints?
Methods: We exported the existing metadata schema and sample data in Artexte’s three
databases, performed a manual evaluation of metadata quality and compared the 49 Artexte
fields to those available within the EPrints schema.
Results: We identify the metadata elements that mapped by default without the need for
customization or modification and those which would need to be added to EPrints using
configuration files. We also identify the custom software development to accommodate Artexte
metadata using EPrints: the bilingual controlled vocabulary demands an extension of the EPrints
subject taxonomy model with thesaurus semantic relationships.
Conclusions: Comparing Artexte and EPrints metadata schemas, we found that 15 out of 49
fields mapped by default without need for modification, 25 fields would need to be added to
EPrints configuration files and 1 field will be removed during the migration. With only 8 fields
requiring some special attention, we conclude that EPrints is suitable to the needs of Artexte's
bibliographic data management.
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Artexte Metadata Conversion to EPrints: Adaptation
of Digital Repository Software to Visual and Media
Arts Documentation.
1. Introduction
Artexte is an independent organization founded in 1980 with a mandate to support research,
interpretation, and dissemination activities contributing to the appreciation of contemporary
visual arts in Canada. The primary users of the organizations's services are a national and
international community of artists, art historians and curators although it also serves art
enthusiasts in the general public. The centre has extensive holdings of paper-based documents
such as exhibition catalogues, periodicals and ephemera in artists' files. These materials
represent a historic body of literature within a discipline that has remained tied to a paper
paradigm for publishing secondary sources in the field. Growing interest in digital publishing
platforms prompted Artexte to look to an open source solution that would allow existing
bibliographic data, describing the physical collection, to be complimented by a future collection
of digital objects. As our user groups tend to overlap with the publishers in the field, the selfarchiving function of EPrints [33] as well as its firm position within the area of open access
institutional repositories, confirmed our interest in evaluating its suitability to Artexte’s collection
and bibliographic data management needs.
The following research questions structured our analysis: Does an open access institutional
repository model respond to the needs of a non-academic documentation centre? Is EPrints a
good match to support the needs of the existing metadata describing Artexte's collection? And
finally, what are the customizations required to accommodate existing Artexte metadata using
EPrints?
This paper describes and evaluates the current metadata of the Artexte databases and provides a
detailed comparative analysis with the metadata schema of EPrints. We discuss the applicability
of open access to Artexte, and the rationale for selecting the EPrints software, over other
options, for this detailed analysis. Our findings focus on the description of customization,
configuration and development that would be necessary to migrate Artexte's existing metadata
to EPrints.
Throughout the discussion, we will refer to examples of materials in the collection that document
the practice of Gabor Szilasi. Szilasi is a photographer born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1928,
immigrating to Canada in 1957, and finally settling in Montreal in 1959. Before his arrival in
Canada, Szilasi documented images of the Hungarian Revolution, but his photography is most
widely recognized for its depiction of rural Québec regions and the vernacular architecture of
Montréal.

2. Literature Review
This study is unique in that it evaluates the suitability of a digital repository software’s metadata
model based on the analysis of an existing metadata catalogue for collections of documents in
the Fine Arts. Related literature includes the evaluation of metadata quality [3,15,17,24], the
evaluation of digital repository software [6,7,10,21,23,27,29,31,32,36], the migration of
metadata [1,11,17,35], metadata and digital repository software in the Fine Arts [14,30], and
open access [4,5,8,9,12,16,20,25,26]. As the analysis in this paper is based on the existing
collection at Artexte and the system it has developed to support its users’ needs, there is also a
brief discussion of the literature around the history and services of the organization [2,18,19].
Sets of descriptive and structural metadata specifications are fundamental concepts in the study
of digital library structure [13]. The metadata catalogue and the services of indexing, searching
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and browsing, are based upon a digital library’s metadata. A descriptive analysis of metadata
that is tailored for a particular user community is a valuable contribution as a case study of digital
library structure in the Fine Arts. As IFLA reminds us, metadata enables the user to find, identify,
select and obtain resources specific to their disciplinary needs [15]. Furthermore, an analysis
resulting in a description of the configuration and customization that would be necessary to
migrate this metadata to an open access digital repository software used for open access selfarchiving in academia reveals insights into the versatility and interoperability of the open access
digital repository software.
Two recent reports evaluating digital repository software are related to our study in that they
consider EPrints as candidate software. The National Library of Medicine evaluated ten systems,
both open source and commercial, and ultimately selected Fedora for further pilot testing and
listed among the reasons its “excellent underlying data model that can handle NLM’s diverse
materials” [21]. Similarly, London School of Economics recently announced their intention to
“implement of Fedora at the core” of their digital library, listing among the reasons Fedora’s
superior “data model to support complex object types” [10]. However, neither of these reports
provides the type of detailed analysis of metadata that we present in this paper since they do not
provide details to demonstrate which particular metadata properties of the “data model” cause a
challenge in accommodating the metadata of an existing collection.
There is also a growing literature describing workflows for batch importing into digital repository
software [35], including tutorials for batch ingestion of ProQuest ETD metadata into Digital
Commons platform using XSLT [1] and the procedures for bulk importing into DSpace [11].
However, these reports are focused on the metadata domain of electronic theses and
dissertations and academic journal articles. While Artexte metadata includes magazine/journal
articles and conference papers, it also adds to that: essays, exhibition catalogues, exhibition
ephemera, artists’ books, and audiovisual documentation that require customized metadata
fields. Some of the “sociotechnical” (defined as the mutual constitution of social and technical
processes) challenges with crosswalking and migration of metadata reported by Khoo & Hall [17]
were also observed in our evaluation of metadata. Khoo & Hall list unique or specialized
metadata fields that were a result of sociotechnical considerations such as: former title, sort title,
acronym, alternate title and alternate spelling. Khoo & Hall [17] also identify the lack of strict
application in practice of the use of controlled subject vocabulary, causing inconsistency in the
completeness of metadata records over time.
The evaluation of metadata quality in digital libraries is equally a related research area in our
consideration of metadata migration. Averkamp & Lee point out limitations of the bepress
schema used by the Digital Commons platform, such as the incomplete support for Unicode and
the lack of extendibility to include the discipline [1]. They also list other metadata quality
limitations identified in their migration: the granularity of the publication date, and the
institutional convention to use all capital letters in the title field [1]. Ochoa & Duval provide a
review of quality evaluation studies for metadata, the majority of which take the approach to
manually review a statistically significant sample of metadata against a set of parameters [24].
The Bruce & Hillman [3] definition of metadata quality measures (completeness, provenance,
accuracy, conformance to expectations, logical consistency and coherence, timeliness,
accessibility) can be used by aggregators as “hints about where they might look for trouble in
legacy and multiple-source data”. In this study, we used the Bruce & Hillman quality measures
but we focused only on identifying those metadata quality issues that would cause problems in
the migration to EPrints.
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In the study most closely related to our own disciplinary area, Gray describes the Kultur project, a
JISC funded research project to explore self-archiving in creative and applied arts, as a solution
for giving access to academic research in this field [14]. In addition to proposing “art/design
items” as a document type, Gray reports on two additional item types that were added to the
metadata as “mediums of research dissemination”: “exhibitions” and “performance” [14]. Visual
aspects of user interface design are also important, as the practitioners in this field are concerned
how interface design “would reflect upon their actual work” [14]. In addition, Gray also identifies
other areas that should be the subject of future investigation, such as copyright management in a
field where research output has both an academic and commercial function [14]. Although
related to work presented here, there are significant differences between the two
methodologies. Gray’s study for the Kultur project was based on a survey of researchers, one-onone interviews, and the development of a demonstrator repository through usability testing [14],
whereas our study describes the suitability of a digital repository based on the analysis of an
existing metadata collection.
Beyond differences in methodologies, there is a critical distinction between the types of material
collected in the Kultur project and those of interest to Artexte. Kultur attempts to capture the
primary material (i.e., the art works themselves), as well as the secondary sources that document
or discuss it critically in terms of reception. The example given is moving images which may
function “simply as documentation of a specific event such as a conference or a performance, or
it may be the actual research practice itself, such as a video work” [14]. In the case of Artexte,
the objective would be the collection of secondary sources as the collection development policy
has traditionally precluded the acquisition of works of art. In the project’s final report on
metadata, Sheppard summarises these development efforts for the metadata schema and
deposit workflows created as part of the project [30].
As a reflection upon research patterns specific to creative disciplines, Gray confirms that
“documentation of a particular piece of arts research could also involve digital images, audio or
video, posters, articles or text” [14]. The recognition of this diversity is a principle that Artexte
has applied to its collection development since inception. In her history of the organization, Léger
describes the mandate of Artexte to collect, organize and disseminate information reflecting all
aspects of contemporary visual arts since 1965 with a particular emphasis on Québec and Canada
[19]. Léger elaborates upon the diversity of the material that makes up the information sources
and the corresponding flexibility of Artexte's cataloguing practices [19]. In a similar sense, Gray
concludes that “the actual way that art research is valued is often outside the traditional
academic structure and these sites of critical exploration can often be transitory” [14]. This
corresponds to the status of Artexte as an independent organization with a subject-specific
collection of material, Bradley and Johnstone explain that when the centre was founded in 1980,
it acted as a point of centralization for Canadian exhibition catalogues and ephemera, art
magazines and other forms of publishing that reflected a growing critical discourse from multiple
sectors including museums, galleries and artist-run centres “for which neither a resource centre
nor a means of distribution and cataloguing had previously existed” [2].
The metadata that structures Artexte’s bibliographic databases today is a reflection of the
cataloguing rules developed to create the Catalogue of Catalogues (1980-2004), a bibliographic
tool produced biannually that listed the publications collected and distributed by Artexte. The
first issue included 505 titles produced between 1968 and 1981 by 29 museums across the
country. Until the distribution service ended in the mid-nineties, the scope and breadth of
international publishing in the arts represented in the Catalogue, grew exponentially. This
cataloguing practice was eventually automated in the mid 1980s providing the basis for the
current bibliographic database. Latour and Tayler discuss more recent changes in research and
publishing trends in the field, reflecting upon an increased expectation from researchers to find
content online and a corresponding need for greater web presence for research and publishing in
contemporary Canadian art [18]. As a solution, they suggest the exploration of open-source,
interoperable digital collections or bibliographic database software platforms. Latour and Tayler
observe that Artexte’s strength lies in its ability to reflect its user community by bringing
together information produced by various sources, including research institutions (such as
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museums and public or university galleries), academic institutions, and independents (such as
artists, private galleries, magazine publishers, and artist-run centres – as well as independent
curators, critics and other cultural workers) [18], this ability to draw on a range of sources
supports Gray’s conclusion that “in a community that is as diverse as the arts, with its varying
disciplines, cultures and outputs, a real advantage was to bring the evidence of this research
together” [14].

3. Current Artexte Information Organization and Retrieval
Artexte's bibliographic data is currently held in three separate databases. The existing system is
built using DB Text Works and loosely based on ISBD standards. These standards have been
customized to accommodate a greater degree of detail in bibliographic description in response to
user queries particular to the field of Fine Arts. The first bibliographic database contains records
describing monographic publications in the collection (e.g. exhibition catalogues, anthologies,
and conference proceedings) and audio visual formats (e.g. audio cassettes, audio CDs, DVDs and
vinyl records). It also holds records for special document types such as artists' books (books
made by artists as works of art). A second database holds records for periodicals, including the
titles and holdings represented in the collection.
A third database, the files database, serves a dual purpose. Firstly, its records describe the
classification system of the collection (unique to Artexte). Secondly, it is linked to fields in the
first two bibliographic databases in order to provide call numbers for items in the physical
collection (COTD). For example, in the files database there exists a record to describe the
classification 410 – SZILASI, GABOR. The numeric code 410 associates this file to the group
“Canadian Artists” followed by the name of the artist described. A solo exhibition catalogue, such
as Gabor Szilasi : Photographs, 1954-1996 (Montréal ; McGill-Queen's University Press, 1997)
would then be assigned 410 – SZILASI, GABOR as a call number in the bibliographic database
thereby facilitating retrieval from the collection.
Figure 1. Record View for Gabor Szilasi Item in Artexte Collection
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3.1 Controlled Vocabulary
Both the bibliographic and periodical databases contain fields with controlled vocabulary. For
example, the contents of subject descriptor fields are chosen from a list of controlled vocabulary.
The subjects are a predetermined list of terms specific to contemporary art practices. The field
can contain multiple entries. Artexte provides subject analysis in French and English if the
publication itself is bilingual. In our example, Gabor Szilasi : Photographs, 1954-1996, the subject
descriptors attributed to the exhibition catalogue are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Subject Descriptors for Gabor Szilasi Item in Artexte Collection in English and French
English

French

DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHIE DOCUMENTAIRE

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE VERNACULAIRE
FAÇADES

HOUSE(S)

HABITATIONS

INTERIORS

INTÉRIEURS

STREET PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHIE DE RUE

PSYCHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT

PORTRAIT PSYCHOLOGIQUE

QUEBEC RURALITY

RURALITÉ QUÉBÉCOISE
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PORTRAIT

BUDAPEST / MONTRÉAL

A separate subject field identifies the artist as subject; the artists' names in this field are also part
of a controlled vocabulary list of personal names. In our example, this field holds the name
SZILASI, GABOR. If it was the catalogue of a group exhibition (including more than one artist) then
the names of the other artists would be represented by multiple entries.
3.2 Multiple Entry Fields
In addition to artist names as subject, other fields can hold multiple entries. The publisher field,
for example takes into consideration the trend towards co-publishing between museums and
galleries. In our sample record, there are two publishers, both situated in Montreal:


McGill-Queen's University Press



Vox Populi

Also of note is the document type field which holds multiple entries as documents often need to
be described as having more than one function, or a form and a function. For example, ephemera
such as a poster that announces an exhibition may also contain additional information of interest
to our researchers (such as an introductory text). As a result, the ephemera shown in Figure 2
would be entered into the database with the same level of description that a substantial
exhibition catalogue would receive. In this case, the document type field would contain two
entries: EXHIBITION EPHEMERA (to identify it as a document issued alongside an exhibition) and
FLYERS, POSTERS to identify its physical form.
Figure 2. Item Catalogued with Multiple Document Types in Artexte Collection

3.3 Metadata quality
In preparation for the work of mapping Artexte’s current fields to the EPrints schema, a manual
evaluation of select Artexte metadata elements was conducted to gauge the quality of the
current metadata. Using Bruce and Hillman’s seven characteristics of quality metadata as a
guideline, this process helped in the identification of problems that would impact the mapping of
Artexte metadata to EPrints and the resulting migration process [3]. Table 2 describes our
findings with regards to each of these seven characteristics.
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Table 2. Evaluation of Artexte metadata quality based on Bruce and Hillman’s 7 characteristics
Provenance

Cataloguing at Artexte has always been done by a small number of librarians, or
by interns and art historians trained and supervised by librarians. Thus the
provenance of metadata in the catalogue has remained reliable over the years.

Accuracy

Artexte librarians follow well established cataloguing rules and practices which
minimize accuracy problems. A cataloguing guide was developed to provide
detailed instruction and examples for each field, minimizing inconsistencies.

Completeness

Artexte metadata has been adapted over the years to provide an appropriate
level of description for users of the collection. Over time elements have been
added and removed from the set to reflect the changing nature of the
collection and user needs.

Logical
consistency and
coherence

The logical consistency of Artexte metadata is good overall; the high level of
conformance to the rules of the cataloguing guide has been effective in
maintaining consistency over time.
There is one field however, Geographic code, that has shifted in meaning over
time and is no longer coherent as an access point for searching or browsing.
According to the cataloguing guide this field relies on a controlled vocabulary to
designate the birthplace of an artist. However, because this field is used to
describe objects in the collection, it has shifted in meaning over the years to be
used as a geographic subject field describing the object rather than the artist.
The inconsistent use of the field results in metadata poor quality and it will be
removed in the mapping to EPrints.

Timeliness

Almost one quarter of the records in the bibliographic database (approximately
4500 of 22000 records) are currently classified as ‘in treatment’, meaning they
have not yet been assigned call numbers and have only accession level
metadata. This is the result of a cataloguing time lag that has accrued due to
limited resources available for cataloguing. Despite this lag it was deemed
important to make these records accessible in the catalogue with an indication
of their status.

Accessibility

The Artexte metadata elements are mostly consistent with concepts used
within the Fine Arts community and have evolved over the years in relation to
the evolution of the collection.
However, some difficulties arise when users and new staff are confronted with
the classification system (COTD) used at Artexte. In practice it allows users to
find the location of an item in the collection by indicating the name of the
physical file in which the document resides. However, this classification system
only describes the presence of physical files related to artists, art organizations,
subject/disciplines and events; it does not provide an intellectual overview of
the content of the collection. The relationship between the files classification
system and the actual content of the collection can be a source of confusion.
For example, a search in the files database for a particular artist (SZILASI,
GABOR) would indicate that there is a file called 410 – SZILASI, GABOR. A user
consulting this file would find a limited number of documents compared to
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what they would find when doing a general keyword search for the name
‘Gabor Szilasi’, which would return documents located in a series of different
physical files.
This system can present an intellectual barrier to access for users, as a result
some instruction is usually provided when users visit the library to ensure that
they are able to effectively conduct research.

Conformance to
expectations

As a result of the way in which bilingual metadata has been handled some
discrepancies have arisen in the use of the English and French language subject
descriptors. Documents are catalogued in French by default unless the
language of publication is English. Descriptors are assigned in the cataloguing
language and in both languages if the publication is bilingual. Over time the list
of English and French descriptors has diverged and equivalencies between the
concepts in each language have become inconsistent. For example, a user
searching for the French subject heading 'Couleur' will not find any of the
records identified with the English equivalent of 'Colour'. In a bilingual
environment researchers often prefer to be able to easily switch back and forth
between results in each language or to see results in both languages. These
expectations are not met by the current usage of subject metadata.

4. Choice of Open Access, Open Source & EPrints

4.1

Open Access

The 2002 Budapest Open Access Initiative describes open access as the “world-wide electronic
distribution of the peer-reviewed journal literature and completely free and unrestricted access
to it by all scientists, scholars, teachers, students, and other curious minds” [5]. The benefits of
open access include: user access to relevant literature, increased visibility for authors and works,
increased readership and impact, overall lower costs than traditional forms of dissemination [5].
Indeed, the majority of studies published on the so called “OA advantage” provide evidence that
open access articles are cited more often [4, 12, 20], although the literature also includes
empirical studies where the OA citation advantage is not replicated [8, 9]. The Budapest Open
Access Initiative makes it clear that open access should apply to material that “scholars give to
the world without expectation of payment”, and that there are degrees of access permissions:
read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts, crawl for indexing, pass as
data to software, and any other lawful use [5]. Academics and research funders have expressed a
commitment to open access by signing various petitions, declarations and statements in support
of open access [25, 26]. Although notable support for open access has come from the medical
and scientific funders and researchers, creative disciplines are also interested in the
opportunities afforded by this model. Particularly relevant to the Fine Arts is the 2008
International Association of Research Institutes in the History of Art (RIHA) Resolution on
Copyright, cautioning that “a regime which is unduly protective of the interest of existing rights
holders” can stifle the advance of creative and scholarly work: “neither copyright nor licensing
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rules should inhibit the development and diffusion of original scholarly research” [16]. The RIHA
resolutions recommend that copyright holders including publishers, galleries, museums, and
collecting societies use broad and effective copyright exemptions for purposes of research,
private study, criticism and review. It recommends that the definition of ‘research’ encompass
analysis and publication, and defines it to be non-commercial when funded by a research council
or charity [16]. In the case of “commercial research” outputs, RIHA recommends that any
charges for its use for further research and private study be reasonable [16].
Artexte is interested in the potential for an open access platform to provide a subject-specific
repository for a community of researchers, writers and artists in the visual and media arts. In this
way, the principles of the open access model and its benefits could be applied outside of
academia to a discipline that often functions with similar means of public funding and goals in
communication of findings. An essential component of the technological framework in
supporting this model of dissemination is the ability for scholars and publishers to self-archive
their published research findings, data sets, and multimedia artefacts. The self-archiving function
provides autonomy to creators while the technological framework provides increased visibility
for their work.
Individual researchers self-archive academic articles to create an additional point of access for
material that is usually also available through toll access on academic publishers’ web portals. In
the case of Artexte, however, the art documentation has up-to-now often only been preserved in
paper format. Thus, the new service to be provided by Artexte’s digital repository consists of
digital self-archiving of content that is not digitally available elsewhere. The distinction between
self-archiving and open-access publishing becomes blurred in the case of Artexte’s holdings since
the depositing users will consist of the artists, scholars and writers as well as the publishing
organizations such as museums, galleries, artist-run centres in the visual arts community.
Artexte digital repository will function both as an open access dissemination platform for
organizations as well as a means of self-archiving for independent artists and researchers.
4.2

Choice of Open Source and EPrints

The Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR) [34] identifies the digital repository software
with the most installations to be DSpace and EPrints, both are free/open source software. The
advantages of open source software include: low initial cost, accessibility to evaluation without a
limited trial period, availability to develop software enhancements without the need to convince
a corporation of the enhancement’s financial viability [6]. Moriso et al.’s study of commercial
off-the-shelf software (COTS) based development confirms that the dependence on the vendor
was one of the major issues in this type of development [23]. Rhyno summarizes the natural
synergy between digital libraries and open source software: “Digital libraries and open source
software are a natural outgrowth of the open models of exchange that help societies grow and
prosper” [28]. Because Artexte is a small organization with limited resources and a non-profit
public mandate to promote research, we chose to evaluate available open source respository
software for our project.
The usage scenario for the digital repository software is that of a new platform for processes that
are essential to the mandate of Artexte. Cruz classifies the considerations in selecting open
source software for “mission critical” processes into the following categories: functional (e.g.:
essential functionality covered), technical (e.g.: target platform support, reliability,
maintainability), organizational (e.g.: active maintenance, sufficient support, long life existence),
economical (e.g.: sustainability, flexible maintainability according to individual needs) and
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political considerations (e.g.: possibility for influencing further development according to
individual needs)[7]. Singh et al. [32] identified a list of evaluative criteria specific to open access
digital repository software: adoption, maturity, support, installation, system requirements,
globalization, platform support, scalability, authentication, access control, metadata standards,
plugins and scripts, object format support, database support, storage abstraction, sustainability,
interoperability, developer ecosystem, search engine optimization, upgrade, search,
performance, and migration. Singh et al. [32] also summarized the common workflows that form
the essential functional requirements of digital repository software: consume (e.g.: navigation,
browse, search and download of content files), submit (e.g.: signing up as a depositor, inputting
metadata into online forms), accept (e.g.: review and accept/reject deposited items, notify
depositors regarding their deposit status, editing and resubmitting), batch (e.g.: bulk importing of
content into the repository).
The evaluation, comparison and selection of open access digital repository software has been
reported on by various organizations [21, 27, 29, 31, 36]. One of the first comparative
evaluations was commissioned as a part of the Open Access Repositories in New Zealand
(OARINZ), undertaken by a collaboration of Tertiary Institutions lead by the Christchurch
Polytechnic Institute of Technology [36]. This report narrowed down the evaluation to three
systems: DSpace, Fedora, and EPrints, providing justification for rejecting three other systems for
lack of open source compliant database management, extremely complex installation steps, and
lack of community support. The strengths of EPrints identified in the OARINZ study were
considered highly relevant for Artexte: a large and broadly distributed install base, a number of
installations that have augmented the system’s baseline capabilities (demonstrating that the
system can be readily modified to meet local requirements), low skill level barrier to implement
and maintain, a uniform and well documented code base. The final recommendations in the
OARINZ report found all three of these systems to be “credible”, and so in order to make a
recommendation, the authors re-focused on two criteria: 1) a system that can aggregate and
offer a federated search across a national network of separate repository systems, and 2) feature
rich system with low implementation and support overheads. They recommend Fedora due to
criteria (1), but they also conclude that EPrints is “the best candidate for a self-configuring
solution for institutions wanting to set up and host their own repository”. Artexte’s
requirements do not include criteria (1), so the OARINZ [36] recommendation that “the less
complicated software architecture of EPrints gives it the advantage over DSpace as the selfconfiguring institutional repository system” is particularly relevant. These findings were
consistent with Arthur Sale who narrows down the choice to the same three systems and argues
that “World’s Best Practice for an institution commencing an institutional repository is EPrints”
due to the fact that it is easy to install, maintain and configure [29]. Similarly, Singh & Pandita
used open source license and OAI-PMH compliance as a basic criteria for identifying nine
candidate software for a self-archiving repository platform in biomedical sciences, narrowed it
further to EPrints and DSpace by using the installation base as a criteria, and then selected
EPrints for being “comparatively mature and easier to install, customize and maintain” [31].
Singh & Pandita also describe how they were able to augment the software with Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH).
In selecting EPrints as our candidate for further detailed analysis of metadata requirements, we
focused on the following properties of EPrints:


All essential functionality is covered (consume, deposit, accept, batch, OAI-PMH
compliance, results are accessible to web crawlers for indexing by Google)
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Large install base and maturity of the software is evidence of its reliability,
maintainability, long life existence, and product evolution. The install base also includes
three other institutions based in the same city as Artexte: Concordia University,
Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM), and Ecole de technologie supérieure (ETS).



Recognized by others as a system of choice for organizations that aim to launch a
credible open source repository system quickly with limited local IT support



the EPrints plugin architecture with a plethora of community developed additions is
evidence for its flexible maintainability according to individual needs and an active
community of users



Technical support options include support from developers of the core EPrints code at
University of Southampton, along with hosting options



The existence of the Kultur project, and the University of Arts London research
repository’s use of EPrints demonstrated adoption and use within the field of visual and
media arts and is evidence of the possibility for influencing development and
sustainability.



Support for multilingual content in EPrints; UQAM developed a French language
configuration set for EPrints that they are willing to share with Artexte.
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5. Methodology and Result of Mapping Artexte Metadata fields to EPrints
Our working hypothesis is that EPrints would prove to be a suitable match to support the needs
of existing Artexte metadata describing the collection. The following sections describe the
process undertaken to evaluate and propose a conversion of the Artexte metadata to EPrints.
The methodology involved exporting the existing metadata schema and data of Artexte’s
Monograph and Periodical databases and the conversion, one-by-one, of all of the 49 Artexte
fields into those of EPrints schema. We present the metadata that mapped by default followed
by the metadata that would map with modification to the EPrints configuration files. We also
discuss the configuration and customizations that would be necessary to accommodate Artexte’s
record set. Table 3 presents a summary of our findings.
In section 5.1, we list the fields that were an exact match. In section 5.2, we describe the fields
that would need to be added using configuration files. This is followed by section 5.3, where we
describe some of the necessary customizations in detail for fields that require special attention.
In sections 5.4 and 5.5, we describe modifications to the Artexte metadata as well as required
extension of EPrints so that it can accommodate the multilingual controlled vocabulary of
Artexte.
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Table 3. Summary of our metadata analysis: Artexte fields categorized into those that map
directly, those that can be added with configuration, and those which require special attention.
Artexte fields that map
directly to EPrints (15)

Artexte fields to be added to
EPrints using configuration
files (25)

Artexte fields that
require special
attention (8)

Artexte fields to be
removed during
migration (1)

Creation Date

Variant Title

Publisher

Geographic code

Modification Date

Preceding Title

Language (of eprint)

Periodical Title

Succeeding Title

Author

Monographic Title

Subscription

Periodical Volume

Last Subscription

Exhibition
Statement

Issue Number

Subscription Expiry Date

Artist

Date of Publication

Subscription notes

Event

Public Notes

Publication Frequency

Art Organization

Language

Fonds Holdings

Subject/Discipline

ISBN/ISSN

Fonds Summary

ISSN

Call Number (COTD)

English Abstract

Location

Principal Subject Identifier

Document type (Primary)

Related Web Link

Document type (Secondary)

Internal Notes

Physical Description
Cataloguing Level
Price
Value
Donor Name
Fiscal Year
Source of Evaluation
Acquisition Notes
Resume (French language
abstract)
Edition Statement
Status (public or private)

5.1 Metadata elements that mapped by default
The default EPrints data model is that of top-level containers called “eprints” containing 0, 1 or
multiple documents. Documents can contain 1 or many files. The system comes with a default
set of metadata fields for both eprints and the documents associated with them. Most of the
metadata fields are associated at the eprint level, but some are associated with the document,
for example: embargo period, language.
Fifteen fields in Artexte mapped by default to EPrints metadata elements (see Table 4). These
fields would not require modification or customization in EPrints or Artexte source data. They
represent basic bibliographic information: title, language, date, abstract, keywords, ISSN, volume
and issue.
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The only discrepancy found in the structure of these fields is as follows: EPrints uses two fields in
combination: Date and Date Type to express the concept of Publication Date, whereas Artexte
employs a single field.
Table 4. Metadata Mapping from Artexte into EPrints – Exact Match.

Artexte Fields

EPrints fields

Creation Date

datestamp

Modification Date

last modified

Periodical Title

publication

Monographic Title

book_title

Periodical Volume

volume

Issue Number

item_issues

Date of Publication

date
date_type (published)

Public Notes

note

Language

language (of document)

ISBN/ISSN

isbn

ISSN

issn

English Abstract

abstract

Principal Subject Identifier

keywords

Related Web Link

related_url

Internal Notes

suggestions

5.2 Metadata that mapped with modification through EPrints configuration files
Although many fields mapped directly between EPrints and Artexte, others required
modification. 33 fields would need to be added or modified to accommodate Artexte metadata.
Fortunately, EPrints is a highly configurable system, allowing for customization of default eprint
metadata fields using configuration files such as eprints_fields.pl. A portion of these are a result
of the repository doubling as a catalogue of journal holdings (variant title, preceding title,
succeeding title, periodical holdings, etc.). Other fields are unique to Artexte's subject
specialization in art documentation (e.g. classification fields for artist, curator, organization,
event exhibition statement.) Table 5 lists the fields that would need to be added using
configuration files.
Table 5. Metadata Fields to be Added Using Configuration Files:
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Three fields for keeping track of the history of name changes for journals: Variant Title, Preceding Title, and
Succeeding Title

Four fields for periodical subscription information for internal use: Subscription; Last Subscription;
Subscription Expiry Date; Subscription notes

A field to explicitly state the Publication Frequency

Two fields for describing Fonds Holdings

An identification number used for Call Numbers (COTD)

An additional field for items located outside of the regular collection

Two fields to describe primary and secondary Document types

A text field to specify Physical Description

An Internal Note about the cataloguing level for the item

Six fields associated with administrative functions: Price, Value , Donor Name, Fiscal Year, Source of
Evaluation, Acquisition Notes

In addition to a field for the Abstract in English, an additional French language Abstract is required

A field to record Edition Statements

A Status field to mark records as private or public

One field was removed from the Artexte metadata during the mapping: the Geographic code
field, which we found in our metadata quality evaluation to be inconsistent and no longer of use
to researchers.
5.3 Metadata that require special attention
This section provides a description of the modifications necessary for four fields which exist by
default in EPrints, but would require modification to become compatible with Artexte metadata.
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It also discusses four new fields that would be created in EPrints to hold metadata from Artexte’s
COTD classification system.
Example modification 1: Addition of custom creator roles
Artexte uses two Author fields (primary and secondary), which can be mapped to the creator
field in EPrints. However, at Artexte an author may have multiple roles in relation to an object in
the collection. As a result a custom list of roles was developed for authors which reflects this
multiplicity. For example, in addition to the roles ‘Artist’ and ‘Author’ there are also roles such as
‘Artist and Author’ and ‘Curator and Author’. The Kultur plugin provides an extended list of
contributor roles specific to the domain of Fine Arts which includes possibilities such as ‘Curator’,
‘Director’ and ‘Illustrator’ but these additional multiple roles will need to be added to this
controlled list to accommodate Artexte metadata.
Example modification 2: Publisher and Place of Publication is merged into a multiple compound
field
The publisher and place of publication information are two separate default fields in EPrints.
Since many works catalogued in Artexte are co-published between museums and galleries, it
would require configuration to make it possible to store multiple publishers and multiple
corresponding places of publication. The three configuration options for this include:
1. Create three separate fields, Publisher1, Publisher2, Publisher3.
2. Flag “publisher” and “place of publication” as “multiple”, rely on proper order of input.
3. Flag “publisher” as multiple and compound field, adding “place of publication” as one of
its subfields.
Option 1 has the limitation of accommodating only 3 publishers. Option 2 relies on order of user
input to associate place of publication with the publisher, which is error-prone. Therefore,
Option 3, the merging of publication with place of publication into a multiple compound field, is
the recommended option. Figure 3 shows the multiple compound publisher field as it appears to
a depositing user.
Figure 3. Multiple Compound Publisher Field in EPrints (User Input).

This modification is accomplished using eprint_fields.pl configuration file, the two default text
fields are merged into one multiple compound field. Table 6 shows the EPrints configuration
syntax that is used to accomplish this.
Table 6. Shows Default Eprints Configuration and the Customization that Turns the Publisher into
a Multiple Compound Field.
Default eprint_fields.pl

Customized

{‘name’ => ‘publisher’,

{'name' => 'publication_info',

‘type’ => ‘text’,

'type' => 'compound',

},

'multiple' => 1,
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{‘name’ => ‘place_of_pub’,

'fields' => [

‘type’ => ‘text’,

{ 'name' => 'publisher',

}

'type' => 'text',},
{'name' => 'place_of_pub',
'type' => 'text',
}],
'input_boxes' => 2,
}

Example modification 3: Language is also a property of eprint
To accommodate Artexte metadata, “language” would need to be added as a property of an
eprint. By default, EPrints associates language metadata only at the level of uploaded documents.
For Artexte, the language of an item is an important piece of metadata that has been catalogued
and needs to be migrated even for items that have no corresponding digital document uploaded.
We will not be uploading documents for this legacy metadata, and therefore, we need a place to
migrate the language information. The field will have to be a multiple field (i.e., allowing for more
than one language) because many items in the Artexte collection have been published in multiple
languages. New self-archived deposits into the repository will rely on the document-level
language metadata entered by the depositors for each uploaded document to automatically
populate the eprint-level language field.

Example modification 4: Event Type extended and Exhibition Statement added
In addition to specific fields for event date, location, title and type that exist in EPrints by default,
an exhibition statement field needs to be added which will allow for inclusion of a textual
statement about the exhibition. Event types would also need to be extended to include art
exhibitions. Table 7 shows the relevant default EPrints exhibition related fields and the
additional Artexte fields to added.
Table 7. Shows Artexte Exhibition Fields to be Added and the Default EPrints Event Fields
Artexte Field to be added

Default EPrints fields

Event Exhibition Statement

event_dates

event_type “art exhibition”

event_location
event_title
event_type: (conference, workshop, other)

Example modification 5: COTD Classification
There is one case where it would be more advantageous to adjust Artexte's cataloguing practices
rather than modify the EPrints metadata structure. COTD is a call number system used at Artexte
to identify the location of each physical item within the collection. The COTD can refer to an
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artists' name, an organizational body, an event, a subject or a discipline. It is constructed using an
identification number combined with any of the types of headings mentioned above. In our
review of metadata quality, we discovered that the legacy COTD system can present an
intellectual barrier to access by users. As discussed by Khoo & Hall, these types of sociotechnical
issues in metadata mapping can be the source of significant work, and in this case the mapping of
COTD values to EPrints has been a priority [17].
In the context of self-archiving online, constructing these relatively complex COTD numbers is not
necessary, because each electronic item has its own unique URI assigned by EPrints. However, for
those EPrints that have a corresponding physical document (thus attributed a COTD), it makes
sense to keep track of the facets in separate taxonomies instead of trying to combine them into a
single string. To remodel the current COTD system, it was decided in effect to ‘explode’ the
existing classification into individual facets that will describe each object in the collection. Four
new fields will be created in EPrints to accommodate these taxonomy values: Artist, Art
Organization, Event, Subject/Discipline (see Table 8).
EPrints has a native support for taxonomies, which can be used to generate browse screens.
Four such taxonomies (artist, art organization, event name, subject/discipline) would be created
from the COTD number, and the latter would continue to be assigned internally only for those
items that have a physical location at Artexte.
Table 8. COTD Number Components and Corresponding Browse Screens to be Created using
EPrints
COTD Number Component

Browse Screen/taxonomy

Artist Name

Artist Name Browse

Art Organization/City Name

Art Organization Name Browse

Event Name/City Name

Event Name Browse

Subject or Discipline

Subject Browse

5.4 Modification to Artexte Metadata
Bilingual Metadata and User Interface
The migration to EPrints provides us with an opportunity to make some changes to the way that
bilingual metadata is handled, and as a result to the way that users can interact with content
based on language. In the existing Artexte catalogue, search and browse interfaces are bilingual
as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Artexte Bibliographic database public web interface
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For many Canadian organizations, where English and French are the official languages, providing
access to bilingual content can be a challenge. There is the language of the interface itself that
must be managed, whether there are separate translations for each language or whether the
interface itself is bilingual as in the example above (Figure 4). EPrints has the capability of
generating end user interfaces in multiple languages through the addition of translation sets to
configuration files.
In a Canadian research context it is ideal to provide users the ability to see all relevant results,
but then also to filter results by French or English language values. This would mean that users
can control the language of search results independently of the interface language. The addition
of the new field for publication language at the eprint metadata schema level will accommodate
this kind of functionality.
In addition to the interface language, a strategy is required to determine how results will be
displayed to users. To date Artexte has stored bilingual COTD values in the same field, for
example the file name for the following organization:
311 - CANADA - CONSEIL DE RESSOURCES HUMAINES DU SECTEUR CULTUREL / CULTURAL
HUMAN RESOURCES COUNCIL (CRHSC/CHRC)
This is not very effective metadata for use in the Art Organization browse screen in EPrints. In the
migration to EPrints we will separate the bilingual values in our metadata into independent
French and English values for browsing in each language.

5.5 Custom EPrints development: bilingual thesauri
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Both the Document Type field and the system of COTD classification numbers used at Artexte
include metadata to describe Scope Notes, Narrower Terms, Broader Terms, Related Terms, Use
and Use/For. For example, the COTD
330 - GALERIE HORACE (Sherbrooke) USE 330 - SPOROBOLE (Sherbrooke)
indicates a name change for this organization. Likewise, the COTD
410 - BILODEAU, ANN USE 410 - ONIRICO (Collectif)
indicates that materials related to this artist have been classified under the name of the artist
collective that she belongs to.
This metadata has been maintained at Artexte to reflect frequent changes in names and
associations in the domain of visual arts, and to ensure that users will be able to find all pertinent
content related to their research.
Artexte metadata also includes a thesaurus of document types which would need to be added as
a separate descriptive field. The default document types in EPrints include: Article, Book section,
Monograph, Conference or workshop item, Book, Thesis, Patent, Artefact, Show/exhibition,
Composition (musical), Image, Video, Audio, Dataset, Experiment, Teaching Resource, Other.
The Artexte document types are listed in Table 9 below.
Table 9. Artexte Document Types
Journal
Diaries

Brochures, booklets, leaflets, pamphlets

Comic strips, graphic novels

Conference, colloquium, symposium
publications

Novels

Proceedings, transcripts

Poetry

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, lexicons

Calendars

Audio, visual, multimedia

Correspondence

Artists’ books

Directories

Mail art

Monographs

Multiples

Off-print

Activities reports

Scripts, theatre plays

Annual reports

Government documents and publications

Research reports

Facsimiles

Statistical reports

Guides and manuals

Flyers, posters

Interviews

Work of art

Annuals

Cards, deck of cards, postcards

Databases

Invitations
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Professional literature

Auction catalogues

Periodical issue

Catalogue

Insert

Distribution catalogues

Audio recording

Event catalogues

Computer artwork

Exhibition catalogues

Video recording

Anthologies, essays, collections

Zine

Bibliographies

Programme
Boxed set, collection
Exhibition ephemera
Glossaries

For example, the term “Video recording”, has the following Use reference: “Audio, visual,
multimedia”. This allows the Artexte system to point the cataloguer to the appropriate
controlled term. If the cataloguer browses to “Video recording”, for example, they would be
prompted by a USE reference to choose the preferred term “Audio, visual, multimedia”. The
Document type thesaurus is bilingual and cataloguing is done in the language of publication. The
French term “Enregistrement vidéo” has a corresponding USE reference to “Audio, visuel,
multimédia”.
Although EPrints does have built-in capacity to store taxonomies with hierarchical relationships
and language represented; adding the associative relationship (RT), scope notes, and Use/UF
needed for the above Classification and Document type fields would require a significant
software development effort. Maintaining relationships between equivalent English and French
terms would also require changes to the underlying EPrints taxonomy schema. The EPrints data
model would have to be extended to include the additional fields, and corresponding
functionality would have to be developed to generate the appropriate links on the user browse
and deposit screens that are based on a thesaurus. The web administration interfaces that allow
librarians to modify and update controlled vocabularies would have to be extended to include
the additional fields. The additions necessary to accomplish this modification demonstrate a
software development effort that represents a branch or an entirely new plugin to EPrints, as
opposed to a relatively simple change to configuration/customization scripts.
As a useful reference point for this type of customization the Kultur project metadata report
identified the following “Art/Design Categories”: Other, Animation, Architecture, Audio Work,
Book art/Artist’s book, Ceramics, Conservation work, Craft, Curation, 2D Design, 3D Design,
Digital art, Drawing, Exhibition/show, Fashion, Film, Illustration, Installation, Painting,
Performance, Photography, Printmaking, Public art, Sculpture, Site-specific work, Sound art,
Teaching, Textiles, Theatre, Typography, Video. However, the situation at Artexte requires many
other Document type terms because the cataloguing that is done there is at the level of all
supporting materials, including exhibition catalogues and pamphlets as well as monographs and
journal articles about the art works.
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4. Conclusion
This paper includes a descriptive analysis of a collection of metadata on research, interpretation
and dissemination activities in the visual arts in Canada that has been developed for a user
community of artists, art historians, curators and art enthusiasts over the last 30 years. We
described the current database structure of Artexte, its controlled vocabulary, and presented the
results of a manual evaluation of metadata quality. We believe this descriptive analysis to be a
valuable contribution as a case study of digital library structure in Fine Arts documentation.
Descriptive analysis of metadata collections that have been developed to serve user communities
are a necessary step towards progress in solving challenges of interoperability of metadata on
the web and the usability of digital library software.
In this study, we analyzed the compatibility of this metadata collection with leading digital
repository software used for open access, EPrints. We discussed the open access model, its
advantages and relevance to Artexte and conclude that it is a suitable model for adoption by the
organization. We also discussed the rationale for selecting an open source system, EPrints, for
the comparative analysis. In our comparative analysis, we listed the metadata elements that
mapped by default, the metadata elements that mapped with modification through
configuration files and described the structures that require special attention. The language field
is particularly interesting in that it challenges the EPrints data model that assigns this property to
uploaded documents, not the eprints that “contain” the documents and the majority of the
metadata for them. Lastly, we identified an area that would require custom development effort
in EPrints: accommodating some of the controlled vocabulary in Artexte (e.g., document types,
organization names, subjects) demands an extension of the EPrints taxonomy model with
thesaurus semantic relationships (scope notes, related terms, use and use/for). Although
thesaurus functionality in digital repository software does seem to be an active research area
(e.g.: [22]), we did not find it in any digital repository software comparison and/or evaluation
documentation.
We conclude that the EPrints platform would be suitable to the needs of Artexte's collection and
bibliographic data management. This conclusion is supported by the fact that in our comparison
of Artexte metadata to the EPrints metadata schema, we found that of a total of 49 fields, 1 field
will be removed during migration, 15 fields mapped by default without need for modification, 25
fields would need to be added to EPrints configuration files using a simple process and 8 fields
require special attention. One area that merits further study includes a special render
functionality that would have to be written for some of the new fields, such as the new complex
publisher information and the thesaurus-based document-type data input and display. The new
context of self-archiving, as opposed to professional cataloguing also raises questions of data
quality. At this time, we did not determine which fields should be mandatory in the self-archiving
context – this could be the subject of future work.
We hope that our description and analysis will prove useful to organizations working with
discipline-specific documentation formats that do not always conform to the standards of an
academic repository. This includes organizations with similar metadata, metadata aggregating
organizations, as well as to open repository platform developers working with research in the
creative disciplines.
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